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AIR MINISTRY NO. 1975.

AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE.

Three enemy bombers which took part in a raid on

Liverpool yesterday (Friday) evening were pursued over North
Wales and shot down "by R.A.F. fighters.
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BRITISH PRISONERS OF WAR.

Following is the latest list of British Prisoners of War
in enemy hands, as received from a German source;

Lieutenant H.N.C. Hearn, 31 Adastra Avenue, Hassocks, Sussex*
Lieutenant D.A. Pointer, 150, Grange Road, Ramsgate, Kent.
Sergeant R.P. Mogg, Southfield Avenue, Weymouth, Dorset.
Naval Aircraftman (Ist class) Charles D. Jago, R.N. Signals

Station, Nitton, Undercliff, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.
Naval Aircraftman (Ist class) H.W, Brown, 11, Holly Bush

Gardens, Bethnal Green, London, E.2.

Next of kin, if able to identify the men from the
information published, are requested to advise the Casualty
Branch of the Services concerned, forwarding Regimental or

other details.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION,
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FLASH

Reports received, up to midnight show that eight enemy
aircraft were destroyed during the day.

Nine of our fighters were lost, but six of the pilots are

safe.

AIR AFFAIRS.
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AIR MINISTRY & MINISTRY OF HOME

SECURITY COMMUNIQUE

Enemy air attacks on this country continued during the first

half of last night, but since then activity has been negligible.

The attacks were mainly directed against the London area, but
bombs were also dropped in many places in the South and South-East,
at a few points in Wales, in Scotland, and in the North-West.

In the London area the bombing was widespread and damage was

done to a number of houses and shops. In one district a number of

people travelling by omnibus were killed or injured. In other parts
of the London area there were some casualties, but full reports
are not yet available.

Bombs were dropped on Merseyside at dusk yesterday evening, and

during the early part of the night, Merseyside and some other towns

in the North-West were again attacked. Some damage was done in each
of these attacks, but the number of casualties was small. already
announced three enemy bombers were shot down by our fighters in
the first attack on Merseyside.

Elsewhere in Great Britain bombs fell in a number of widely-
scattered areas, but damage was slight and the number of casualties

very small.

Later reports of yesterday’s air battles show that in all eight
enemy aircraft were destroyed. Nine of our fighters were lost, but

the pilots of six of these are safe.
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FLASH,

Last night foggy weather conditions interfered with

operations over Germany by our bombers. Some military objectives
in Germany were, however 9 attacked and heavy attacks were made on

enemy-occupied Channel ports.

AIR AFFAIRS
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION'BEFORE THE BROADCAST, 9.1-5 P.M. SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 12, 1940.

This script, issued in advance should

be checked against the broadcast.

BROADCAST BY THE RT. HON. ERNEST BEVIN, M.P.

MINISTER OF LABOUR AND’NATIONAL SERVICE.

The present Government took office at a moment when the tide was

running against us and the clouds were black: the danger of disaster
stared us in the face.

I am sure the nation will not only agree but feel gratified that

notwithstanding the difficulties arising from the withdrawal of our Forces
from, the continent, together with our commitments in other theatres of war,
we determined unanimously to carry on the struggle until we reached final

victory.

We were conscious of the enormous amount of organisation, planning
and work that had to be cone. But we knew also that we should have with

us, both in spirit and in effort, the great majority of the people- of

Britain, for, when things arc blackest, it is then the greatest qualities
of the British people are assorted.

We called upon you to work. long hours, to increase production, to

submit to regulations and, in a variety of ways, to contribute to the

tremendous war effort, and when the full story can be told it will repre-
sent a complete vindication of democracy and be a demonstration that a

free people can do better and achieve more formidable results than any
Nazi driven race.

We'had from that moment to bear the burden of this war for freedom
alone: the defence of these Islands had to be quickly ’developed and the
invader kept at bay. This involved both output of munitions, production
of aircraft, a strengthening of the Navy and the building of defence works

that few contemplated.

As the result of these months of effort our confidence has increased
and the cocksureness of our enemies has given place to doubts.

This utilisation of the latest forces of the country and the fighting
quality of our men have been of such a character that they have produced
respect among those who, up to the moment, have not fully come in to assist

the cause of liberty, and amongst the millions of people in the countries
that have been overthrown, recreated hope for the final overthrow of the
spoiler of their lands.

In addition, we have had to face the indiscriminate and brutal bombing
of our cities and countryside. London can be said to have been in the
front line trenches and marvellously have the people of that great
metropolis stood the strain.

All this has given us a feeling of pride, and, I repeat, confidence.

But this docs not mean that we can rest or for a moment ”let up” as

it were in our effort to bring’ this terrific struggle to a successful

conclusion. In fact the time has now come when, in the most cold blooded
and determined manner, we must intensify our efforts.

/Over
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DANGER OF INVASION NOT PAST*

The danger of invasion is not past and will not pass until the

enemy is driven from the countries he has ravaged. He may try to lull
us into a false position by turning in another direction, but we must

keep our eyes open, our ears to the ground, ever waiting and watchful,
and with-the whole of our forces well equipped be ready to pounce upon
him immediately he makes a move and be ready to meet him in combat

whichever way he may turn*

By that means we shall keep■inviolate this country.

The struggle for the mastery of the air is not yet over, more

and more aeroplanes must be- produced; more and more pilots trained.

The U-boats have been held in check and the seas kept open for

our food and commerce, but they still hamper us.

Our Navy must be given every ship it requires and every gun to

counteract the attack and so nullify the boastful threat of Hitler
that he can blockade us and so starve 'us into submission*

Really the speedy and final triumph in this war depends not only
upon the Government but upon every manager, scientist and worker in

every workshop,.building, dock, transport concern and laboratory in the

country*

The way that industry has carried on in the face of these attacks

is just marvellous* The example shown by the managements, the super**'
visors and workpeople concerned has been in most cases worthy of the

men on the actual battlefield itself.

It is almost impossible to pick out particular examples of

courage that have been shown because these have been practically
universal. The reports I read demonstrate that.

We know what the enemy can put out and having taken-his weight
and measured his strength and overcome the,first feeling of disturbance
in our minds arising from the attacks we can now brace ourselves for\
the supreme effort*

CRITICISM WELCOME

' You are entitled to call upon every one of us in the Government
to be as perfect in our decision and policy as we possibly can.

I have no doubt you sometimes think we have not done all that we

might have done. Criticism of us in order to make us more energetic,
more perfect in our administration and effort, more imaginative in our

work, we welcome*; . ,

■Rt But let it be constructive- and helpful. The whole nation must
cease to be negative and become positive in its attitude of mind and

direction. We do not want to hear that things can
T t be done. If a

thing is not done the only justification for that is that something
better is being achieved in its stead* That spirit I want to pervade
the whole industrial organism of the country* It is already in the
Forces and this spirit I am trying to convey must be translated into

actiono

CARRYING ON DURING- AIR RAIDS.

We have asked industry ,to carry on-during air'raids* We suggested
the system of roof watchers*

We do not limit our suggestion to this. You have a great
ingenuity and you may have other ideas to achieve the same object, and

that is not the only thing that can be done* I would say to the

managements of the great undertakings ”It is your duty to devise every

possible means for the safety of the workpeople in order to help them

carry on".

It is'necessary,to protect them from such dangers as falling
glass and blast* This is not a thing to argue about, it is a thing to

be done*

/WELFARE
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WELFARE OF WORKERS - FEEDING.

We desire that the canteen arrangements, food supplies and adapta-
tions in order to maintain the physical energy of the people shall be

adopted in all the Works and Services of the country,

Do not wait for hosts of regulations but do it because it is now so

essential. There is a great movement of the population from one district
to another to provide labour for these great munition areas.

More and more attention must be given in order that the health and
the stamina of the people can be maintained. If you are only providing
them with one meal in the shift consider whether facilities ought not to
be given for additional refreshment, or where, owing to bombing,
difficulties in getting food at home are intensified, see whether extra

meals can be provided.

In places where this has been tried output has improved. Consider
the effect on people having to work a long shift and then travel sometimes
for a period of half an hour and even over an hour in a bus or train to

get to their homes or their billets.

On these dark nights, cold mornings and in wintry weather, hot
refreshment before the workers leave is not only a stimulant but it helps
to ward off colds and influenza.

WELFARE ..NURSERIES AND SICK BAYS.

Thousands of married women are coming to the factories. The Minister
of Health, Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, is taking every step he can to see that
day nurseries are created. He has made available for our use the great.
Hospital Emergency Service, and in addition will provide sick bays where

necessary. We must always keep in mind that thousands of people who are

now assisting the nation have lost the home nursing and domestic care*

which produces, as a rule, more cures than even the doctors, and they will
be the first to admit it.

If these are taken away, together with the comforts of the domestic
circle, the most efficient alternative method must be adopted,

I ask the managements of industry, the unions and the welfare

services to assume a great responsibility and proceed to examine the best
methods of co-operating with the Government, the Local Authorities and the

Medical Services, to meet all these contingencies.

From the medical profession I claim, and know I shall get, the most
wholehearted co-operative effort in order to assist us through this winter.

Bear in mind that while we in the Ministry of Labour are taking every
possible step to mobilise the man and woman power of the country in order

to give the necessary equipment to the Forces this may to a large extent
be nullified if the authorities, industry and the unions neglect those
vital things and we are faced with epidemics during the coming winter,

RELAXATIONS.

We have not neglected relaxation and I am grateful to E.N.S.A. and
all those people who are helping to organise entertainment for our worker-
people both in the works and in their off-duty hours,

I am glad of the response that has been made to the efforts of our

factory department to improve ventilation and the other arrangements which
are conducive to health in preparation for the black out period. But you
should stop at nothing on this Question of health. We not only have to
have regard to output now but we have to think of the future of the race

itself and we cannot afford to have illness and injury which may undermine
the physical strength and the spiritual courage of our people.

Over.



INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY

I asked the other day, at a meeting of the Works Managements
Association, that there should be a development of industrial strategy.

I have been told that where men and women have been willing to work

on in the interests of the country, in some cases the management have

stopped them. I have been told in other cases that there is a tendency
to rake up old sores and perpetuate old prejudices which prevents proper
relationships.

We cannot afford these quarrels and differences and anyone who

promotes or perpetuates them is a friend of Hitler and an enemy of

liberty and democracy. We are in this Government to win this war. We

know, as representatives of working people that if this war is lost

, all is lost, and what has happened to us in air raids is nothin,
to what would occur if the Nazis were successful.

ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY

I look to those who have taken the responsibility and the status
of management to take the broadest' possible view of their functions©

It is not enough merely to look at the productive plans on the

material side alone, the human factor in industry is more important
than ever and any man or woman occupying a position of suporvisxum
who is taking a narrow view and failing to co-operate, to encourage and

to show courage is acting in a manner derogatory to the "best

of the nation.

To my Trade Union Comrades I say we have always claimed that we

represent the cream of industry,. We have organised because we have
been proud of our labour and always claimed a rightful place for it 0

We fought for recognition and status; we are now called upon to

take responsibility. Just as we fought for recognition and the

gaining of equal status, I want now to demonstrate to the world that
we are capable and equal to the call that is being made upon us for

responsibility in this greater task.

You will not deny that the right of survival of any institution is

how it has stood the test in a great crisis. Nov/ is our opportunity
to prove to the world that v/e can not only work and produce, that we

are not merely hewers of wood and drawers of water, but we have a

capacity and character that is capable of working out the d.estinics

of nations.

CONCLUSION

T am examining all kinds of proposals for the best method of

working, the hours that should apply, the best arrangements can be made

to minimise discomfort, but my task to-night is to try and inspire the

people of this country in the industrial fi Id to the most 'tremendous

and supreme effort of production that has ever been made, so that when

a town or district is attacked and calls are made for more defence,

guns are ready; you have made them; as the enemy throws his challenge

in the air; we have an abundance of aeroplanes and pilots to meet it;
as the sea raider or the U. boat or even the enemy fleet itself

challenges us, men in the Havy will not be short of a single shell

or the necessary steel or equipment they require as our merchantmen

sail the sea to bring us our food, raw materials and equipment .
demand greater protection from the convoys, the Navy should be supplied

with the ships to do it. As the material is provided for shell res we

must build them as fast as we can. Where the enemy has damaged the homes

of our people we must set forth as speedily as possible to make them

habitable and so protect the families from the wintry elements o
All

these form a contribution to establishing our superiority. It will be

a mercy to the world if Britain achieves this end for then the Junkers of

Germany and the Nazis will cry off,to no other thing will they ever sdbmit

but a superior and overwhelming force, and who can give us that overwhelms

force but you. Who are engaged in this great industrial enterprise of

a country! I have confidence that you will not let your own Kith and

Kin in the services down.

MINISTRY OF LABOUR & NATIONAL SERVICE
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NAVAL WAR PENSIONS AND AWARDS AMENDED

Details of an Order in Council promulgated by the Ministry
of Pensions granting increased rates of naval war pensions and

allowances are available at the Ministry of Information (Room 8).
A copy of the new Order in Council, dated August 7 9 1940, will

appear at the end of the Appendix to the Navy List for December,
1940.

Improvements concern officers’, men’s and women members’

disability awards and dependants’ pensions and allowances.
Beneficiaries include wives, children, parents and unmarried

dependants living as wives.

NAVAL AFFAIRS.
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MORE ASSISTANCE FOR'PRIVATE EVACUATION..

, The Minister of Health (Mr, Malcolm MacDonald) - announces a number of

extensions in the schemes of Government assistance for private evacuation.

Mothers and Children.

Mothers with children of school age or under in any of the evacuation

areas of Greater London can get free travel vouchers and lodging allowances

if they make private arrangements to stay in a reception or-a neutral area.

The allowances ■ are ss, a week for . the mother
,- ?;-5s, a: week for bach child of 14

■or over, .and is. a' week for each child under 14, .: -.

. Until -nbiv allowances have been paid only isicn the mothers and children

were going..to a reception area. They can now get assistance to go to either

a- reception or a neutral area - that is, anywhere..except another evacuation

area; -o-o • /i>"-: ■' ’ ’ ; ;»? '

■ ■ .Mothers-must"make arrangements.for accommodation at the other end before

applying.’for travel voucher and billeting certificate. Tri no circumstances

should mothers and children ’go into the country until they have definitely ■"

secured billets.

These facilities for assisting private evacuation of mothers and children

are in addition to the scheme for planned evacuation,, in special trains to

billets found by the Gcwurnment, of mothers and children living in the London

County Council area, East Ham and West Ham.
. f.i ' '

Up to last night ,000 mothers and children had been taken out of London

under this scheme. Every mother so far registered has been able tb leave

London within two or three days. Many thousands more have already gone under

private/arrangements with Government help. ■" • / ’

Mothers who have made their own arrangements for lodging should apply to

the L.C.C. divisional offices or the local education offices.

Tn the Provinces.

In.any avacuation area outside Greater London, travel vouchers and lodging
allowances can be given to mothers with children under five years of age who have

arranged to stay in a reception area. Mothers With children under five' may take

with them, other children of school age. ,•
...,

Aged and Infirm,

Railway fare and lodging allowance will now be available for aged, infirm,
blind and invalid people living in any of the evacuation areas of Greater

London, who are able to make private arrangements for lodging in either a

reception or a neutral area,

/The



The lodging'allowance is ss. a week, which will be paid to the householder
with whom the old~or invalid people have arranged to stay. Application should
be made to the nearest L.C.C. divisional offices, or, outside the county area,
the local education offices. ■ ,

In addition, local authorities in all the L.C.C. boroughs, East Ham and
West Ham are sending medical officers and voluntary workers round the public
air raid shelters to ask aged and infirm people if they would like to be
evacuated to hospitals outside the London area. So far about 300 have agreed
to go.

“

Men and women in any ‘of the London evacuation areas who have lost their

homes and have arranged to 'stay in any other area (except certain coastal towns)
can also get railway fares and lodging allowances. These arrangements are

additional to those for billeting homeless people inside the London Region,
and the evacuation of homeless mothers and children of school age and under.

Local authorities have been instructed that in issuing certificates to men

and women who are in employment care should be taken to make sure that the

accommodation is in districts from which they can reach their work. Certificates

should not be granted for private arrangements in other districts from which

their work would be inaccessible. , .

SUMMARY.

The arrangements for billeting allowances and travel vouchers for private
evacuation arrangements may be summarised a's follows

London Evacua tion Areas,

The following people, if normally resident iil the London Evaouable area

and able to make their own arrangements to be received by relatives or friends

in a neutral or reception area, can obtain free travel vouchers and certificates

enabling the householders with whom they will be staying to draw the billeting
allowance/ < ; ’

Mothers with children of school age or under

Expectant mothers.

Aged, infirm or invalid persons.
Blind persons. ’
Homeless persons.

Other Evacuation Areas ■'

Mothers with children under five (for arrangements
in reception areas only).

MINISTRY OF HEALTH.
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POST EARLIER FOR CHRISTMAS.

The Postmaster General announces that owing to war conditions

it is impracticable to publish a statement of the latest dates of

posting for Christmas mails to places abroad.

Letters, printed papers and parcels intended for delivery by
Christmas should be posted at much earlier dates than in previous
years.

GENERAL POST OFFICE.
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The Minister of Aircraft Production acknowledges with gratitude the

following gifts towards the purchase of aircraft:-

E.L. Roath, Belgian Refugee Signet Ring.
HaWkendon Home Guard, Suffolk 53.
Hordern-Richmond Aircraft Ltd 530
Officers and men of H.M.S. ’’Salopian” 550
Miss M. Sloper, Rio de Janeiro Brazil 5200
The people of Cyprus 52984*6*0.

Government and people of Tasmania

(third contribution)£sooo

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION



Notice,

CONTROL OF STEEL HELMETS.

An Order has been made prohibiting the production of steel helmets except
under licence. It is pointed out that when the needs of the Services and

civil defence workers have been satisfied, steel helmets will be issued

for sale to the general public.

Meanwhile, under the Order "no person shall, except under the authority
of a licence granted or a special or general direction issued by the Minister

of Supply, produce any controlled article (metal helmets) or dispose of or

agree or offer to dispose of any controlled article produced by him."

A Ministry of Supply official said today: "There are still some

helmets on sale to the public. They are not, in most cases, of the

quality required by the Services. Therefore they have not been bought
up by the Ministry. We must preserve the soldier's confidence in his

'tin hat’. If it were thought that inferior helmets or condemned Army
Stock were being issued that confidence would be destroyed.

"In addition," he said, "the public must be considered. Should
accidents be caused by unsatisfactory helmets people would begin to doubt

the value of first grade helmets which do afford excel 1 ent, protection."

The Order is the Control of Metal Helmets (No«1 Order and is

obtainable (price Id.) from His Majesty's Stationery Office, York House,
Kingsway or any bookseller.

Ministry of Supply,
Press Office,
Adelphi, W.C.2.

12th October, 1940.

M.442.
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AIR MINISTRY . COMMUNIQUE*

Last night (Friday) adverse weather conditions restricted the

operations of our "bombers. Nevertheless, widespread military
objectives in Germany and enemy occupied territories were attacked.

The targets included oil plants, factories and docks at KIEL,
HAMBURG, BREMERHAVEN, WESERMUNDE and WILHELMSHAVEN. Several enemy
aerodromes were also "bombed.

Our offensive against the Channel ports from ROTTERDAM to

CHERBOURG was continued*

All our aircraft return** safely.

AIR MINISTRY,
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FOR PUBLICATION IN THE SUNDAY PAPERS
of ogt7~~l3th Aid not for broadcast before seven a,m,

ON THAT DATE.

Workers and co-opcrators of a Vickers Armstrong factory have
collected £20,000 for the presentation to the nation of a Wellington
bomber which they are now in process of constructing.

The bomber is to bo named after the works, and all contributors
will be kept informed of the machines career during its progress
through the factory and after it has joined its operational unit

to help in plastering German military objectives with the heaviest

bombs.

Besides the firm of Vickers Armstrong Ltd. some hundreds of

sub-contractors throughout the country have shared in the gift.

Lori Beaverbrook, in a message to the workers, expresses his

profound gratitude and says:

“No more moving tribute to the gallantry of our airmen
could be imagined than this act of spontaneous generosity
on the part of men without whose labours those airmen
could not take the skies”.

The spirit of the gift, the Minister concludes, is one which

history will not forget.

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION.
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BACON SUPPLIES.

In order to safeguard the U oz. bacon ration, it is necessary
that releases by the Ministry of Food of ham and gammon for sale

cooked, free of coupon, shall be suspended for some weeks. As soon

as the stock position warrants it, the Ministry will resume releases
to the trade.

MINISTRY OF FOOD.
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AIR MINISTRY ANA MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY COMMUNIQUE.

Enemy fighter-bombers again dropped bombs from a great height
at several points in the London area this morning; and a few were

also dropped in Kent and Sussex.

Casualties and damage so far reported arc- not heavy.

Four enemy aircraft are known to have been destroyed.

One of our fighters is lost, but the pilot is safe.
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SCHEDULE OF RESERVED OCCUPATIONS

The Ministry of Labour and National Service announces that a

Supplement to the Schedule of Reserved Occupations will be available

for sale to the public through H.M. Stationery Office and booksellers
on Monday, 14th October, (price 3d).

This Supplement sets out the changes which have "been made since

the May,1940, Revision of the Schedule and up to and including
31st August, 1940. It gives those occupations which have been

Fileted from the Schedule; shows what occupations have been added;
t<iid indicates changes in ages and conditions of reservation.

PRESS OFFICE
MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE
MONTAGUE HOUSE, WHITEHALL, S.W.I.
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AIR MINISTRY NEWS SERVICE.

PUPILS SHOOT DOWN GERMAN BOMBER.

A Junker 88 was shot down into the sea off the Scottish coast

yesterday (Friday) after a brief encounter with a British bomber

manned entirely by pupils under training.

The British aircraft was the heavy night bomber type and was

engaged on a daylight exercise flight when the enemy machine was

sighted approaching the Scottish coast on an almost directly opposite
course. The German pilot turned in to attack from the bomber’s port
quarter and opening fire with its front guns at 150 yards range
passed right underneath the British aircraft.

Swinging his turret as the Junkers swept past below, the British

rear-gunner caught the enemy bomber as it reappeared on the starboard
quarter and with three short bursts of fire sent it diving straight
into the sea 2,000 ft. below. The crash was seen by all members of
the British crew who, after a fruitless search for survivors,
photographed the few pieces of wreckage remaining on the water and
then resumed their interrupted training flight.

The whole encounter had lasted exactly seconds.

++++++’+•
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Air M inistry News Serv ic e

FARM HANDS TO THE. RESCUE

A Coastal Command Navigator, trapped and unconscious in a burning
aircraft was saved through the help of two farmhands who helped the

rest of the crew to cut him clear and drag him out - in the nick of

time*

The aircraft was returning to its base after a night patrol when

one engine cut out and the pilot had to make an emergency landing
near a village0

’’When we crashed”, he said, ’’the port engine exploded and the

petrol caught fireo

”

’’The navigator, who had been sitting beside me, was thrown forward

on his face into the cockpito The rest of us - wireless operator,
rear gunner and I - managed to climb clearo But when we tried to get
the navigator out we came up against trouble.

He was more or less unconscious o Worse than that, his harness

was caught yp in the

’’Bits of twisted metal were in our way •- and the fire was getting
pretty fierce□

”We couldn’t find our axe anywhere, and n. 3 matter how hard we

pulled and tugged, we couldn’t get the navigator looseo

’’Suddenly two men - farmhands they were, came running up to give
us a hand.

”1 don’t k
now their names but they were splendid chaps c

’’They came right in with us in spite "f the fire and exploding
machine-gun bullets o We probably wouldn’t have got the navigator out

at all without their helpP

’’Finally we managed to cut the tangled harness with somebody’s
pocket knife, and we hauled the navigat r rut through the roof of the

cockpit, put him on a basket hurdle, and ran like blazes with him. We
were just in time.

”We had gone about 200 yards from the aircraft when the fire

spread to the starboard engines Then there were flames on each side
of the cockpit, and the aircraft was burnt rut”.
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AIR MINISTRY NEWS SERVICE

PILOTS BEAT THE LEATHER.

Heavy bombers endountered what one pilot described as ’’impossible weather” on

their way to some of their targets last night. Near the Dutch coast the sky was

completely overcast and below the depth of thick cloud, dense fogs and rain storms

hid both land and sea. In addition severe icing conditions handicapped the pilots.
Many successful raids were nevertheless carried out over a wide area of Germany
and occupied countries and according to the pilot f

s reports the cloud which
hindered them proved in many cases an equal handicap? to the enemy as their anti-
aircraft guns and searchlights were ineffective.

Docks at KIEL and WILHELMSHAVEN were again attacked. Aerodromes in the

FRISIAN ISLANDS provided other targets, and the invasion ports had their usual

nightly pounding. Bombers which attacked WILHELMSHAVEN found a patch of clear

weather over the target although a ground haze prevented detailed observations. '
An enormous white explosion followed the release of a very heavy bomb on the dock

area and fires were seen after attacks from other aircraft. BREMEN was attacked at

the same time as the raid on WILHED^SILkVEN, and at KIEL a series of explosions were

observed after the raid, and three fires were blazing when the bombers left. The

docks and the DEUTSCHE Petroleum works at HAMBURG were also bombed and fires were

started in the early stage of the attack* Several of the aerodromes on the islands

strung along the Dutch and German coast suffered severely, among them those of
DE KOOY, TEXEL, NORDERNEY, WANGEROOG and SYLT.

During the attack on DE KOOY, where fires and explosion were observed a heavy
bomber was attacked by two enemy fighters. The R.A.F. rear gunner fired three long
bursts at lso yards. At one of them the enemy fighter went down and disappeared in

a swish of water in the sea below. The other enemy aircraft immediately sheered off.

At DEN HELDER one pilot came down to five thousand feet in order to attack

shipping along the quayside. Five fires followed and from the observers report it

is evident that ships and sheds must have been hit, Other bombs are known to have

fallen on the jetty.

The invasion ports were again attacked last night. They included ANTWERP,
OSTEND, CALAIS, BOULOGNE and LE TREPORT one of the results observed was a large
explosion and fires in the inner harbour at BOULOGNE. At OSTEND bombs fell on the
outer harbour and fires were started in several of the bases.
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Following is translation of text of telegram (received in London on 10th

October) from General de Gaulle at Duala to the Prime Minister:-

"From French soil over which the enemy has no control I send to

you and to the valiant peoples of the British Empire an expression of

complete confidence and faithful friendship from fourteen million

Frenchmen or French subjects already bound to me for the prosecution
of the war by the side of the Allies until final victory,”

The Prime Minister has replied as follows

"I have received your telegram with great pleasure and I send

my best wishes to you and to all other Frenchmen who are resolved

to fight on with us o We shall stand resolutely together until all

obstacles have been overcome and we share in the triumph of our

cause.”

FOREIGN OFFICE NEWS DEPARTMENT.
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METROPOLITAN POLICE COURT SITTINGS

The Home Secretary has made an Order under the Defence

(Administration of Justice) Regulations, 1940, limiting
the hours of sitting of the Metropolitan police Courts.

The Order comes into operation on the I’4th October, 1940.

As from that date, the Metropolitan Police Courts will
sit from 9.3-0 a. m. until 4« 30 p. n% instead of from 10 a.m.

to 3 p. m.
..

The Courts may sit until a later time on any day if the

state of business requires it, but they may be closed at 3*30
pinu if the whole of the business for the day has been

concluded; and as from the 47th November, they may, on the

conditions close at 3*o p. m*.

HOME OFFICE
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No. 24-.

The following official communique was issued from British
G. H. Q. , Cairo, today:

EGYPT. No change in the situation.

SUDAN. On Oct 9/lOth enem; engaged "by mechanised patrol
at GEBEL GAMAL, leaving eighteen killed.

Our casualties 0110 killed one wounded.

OTHSRFRQNTS. Nothing to report.Nothing to report.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION.
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AIR MINISTRY & MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY COMMUNIQUE

A number of enemy aircraft crossed the South-East
Coast during this afternoon. They were engaged by our

fighters and only a few reached the London area.

A small number of bombs were dropped in London and
the suburban areas and in some places on the South Coast
and in Kent and Surrey, At Hastings several houses were

demolished, and a fire was started which was quickly brought
under control. The number of casualties was very small.

From all other quarters reports indicate that no

severe damage was done and that the casualties were few.

Reports up to 8.30 p*m. show that 11 enemy aircraft
have been shot down. Ten of our fighters are lost or

missing but the pilots of five are safe.



Air Ministry News Service
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FIGHTER-BOMBERS OVER ENGLAND

German heavy bomber’s were given another rest today (Saturday),

Once again, they left the air invasion over England to large formations

of Messerschmitts which flew fast and very high over the Kent coast towards

London,,

Reports up to 8 p o m, showed that eleven of the enemy have been destroyed,
ten by RoA.F* fighters and one by anti-aircraft fire. Ten of our own fighters
are lost or missing but the pilots of five are safe.

There were three attacks - one about nine in the morning, the second soon

after midday and the third at about 4 P<>ni #

A Squadron Leader, whose good work in the past has earned him the D.F.C.
and Bar, had the day offc

He went to visit his squadron of which he was until

lately Flight Commander
0 He went up with his own comrades and destroyed a

Messerschmitt 109 e It was the 20th enemy aircraft which he has so far brought
downo

"I said I would like to go up with them*" he explained. ”We took off just
before 9 o

f clocka We were at about 18 nOOO ft.

"Looking around I saw a dog-fight going on behind me, and we sailed round.
There were about 20 Me aslo91 s some of them in pairs others flying on their own.

They were all just milling about at anything from 1,000 ft. above us to 2,000 ft,

below®

”1 noticed two of the Me ?, s flying in line astern and about 150 yards apart.
The leading Me> locked to be the offensive partner so I got in a quick squirt at

the rear oneo Presumably, he was meant to be acting as rear-guard to the other,
but as soon as I fired he wheeled straight down into the blue.

"I went straight on to the leading Me, and gave it a long burst. This

pilot was quite good- He played around for a while but eventually I got him. I

left him going in the clouds at 4,000 ft* A great deal of smoke was already
coming from him and his right wing was downa The pilot baled out and I heard

afterwards that the Meo had crashed,”

A few weeks ago when he was still Ft, Commander with his former squadron
the Squadron Leader had a similar* experience.

He was coming up to London on leave and, as he had some way to go and his

Spitfire was in need of some slight repairs he was allowed to fly it to a London

aerodromeo

When he landed there he was told that a raid was going on. He obtained

permission to go up, and near the coast found two Junkers 88 at 15,000 ft, flying
together0

He overtook them, swung round and made a head-on attack. They both

dived down to sea. levelo

Then he attacked them again 0 One went straight down into the sea, the
other hit his Spitfire with a cannon shell, He managed to get back 35 to 40
miles and finally baled out over landc

The only difference was that today he brought his Spitfire as well as himself

safely horn c
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BRITISH PRISONERS OF WAR

The following is the latest list of British Prisoners
of War in enemy hands as received from a German source:

Pilot Officer A.J.J.Steel, West End House, Clevedon,
Somerset.

Sergeant V. F.Gammon, UO West Road, Chadwell Heath,
- . Essex. ■ , : ; .

Sergeant A.Williams, Ruskin Manor Hotel, Denmark Hill,
London, 5*

Sergeant G.Tipping, 25 Mythorpe Avenue, Lytham-St*.Annes,
Lancashire.,

Sergeant J,Hamilton, 57$ West Port, Lanark, Scotland,

Next of kin, if able to identify the men from; the
information published, are requested to advise the Casualty Branch
of the Services concerned, forwarding Regimental or other details,

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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FLASH

It is now known that two of our pilots previously reported
missing are safe, making seven R.A.F. pilots safe in all in

today’s engagements.

AIR AFFAIRS-.
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COURT OF APPEAL /ND SUPREME COURT SITTINGS

From the 14th October onwards the hours of the sirtings of the Court of

Appeal and the Supreme Court on week-days other than Saturdays vdll be
from 11 a.n. to 3*30 p.m.

Lord Chancellor’s Office, House of Lords. M.0.1. 1.

LIVESTOCK POLICY /ND FEEDING STUFFS SUPPLIES

Farmers are now buying store cattle and sheep and making their plans for

winter feeding. The Government are anxious that normal numbers of beef cattle

and sheep should be kept and that they should be marketed evenly through the

coming months. This marketing policy is dependent on adequate supplies of

feeding stuffs. No guarantee can be given in war time, but every effort will

be made to provide for feeders of cattle and sheep during the coming winter

some 60 per cent, of the supplies of oil cake which they purchased for such

stock in the winter and spring of 1938/9 > and these supplies will be more

evenly distributed than was possible a year ago. The quantity of cotton seed

cake will be reduced, but as far as possible the deficiency will be made good
by larger supplies of linseed, palm kernel and cocoanut cake. With the

increased supplies of home grown grain and of fodder crops now available on

farms, and with more economical feeding and the acceptance of a lower standard of

finish, farmers should be able to plan their livestock production and marketing
in accordance with the national requirements,

Ministriflsof Agriculture and Food M.0.1. 2.

HOME COMMAND COMPETITIONS DURING WINTER

Competitions in skill at arms, machine gun and rifle matches, drill and turn-

out, vd.ll be featured in units serving in the home commands during the winter

months,

Teams for these competitions vdll be found from companies or equivalent units.

The skill at Arms and Endurance Test will be on the lines of the Evelyn
Wood Competition.

Machine Gun and rifle matches vdll be held on field firing and open ranges.

The competitions vdll be on a divisional basis, but it vdll be left to the

discretion of the G.O,C»-in-O. to decide if the'winning teams in each Division

will compete in a Command championship.

Military competitions will not be confined to these; G.O.Cs may
introduce others.

But it is emphasised that the danger of competitions assuming a greater
importance than training must be guarded against.

Provision of prizes is left to commands, and it is suggested that Medals,
suitably engraved, may be the best answer. Extra leave cannot 'be awarded as a

prize.
Games competitions are being organised in accordance with instructions to be

issued by the Army Sports Control Board, War Office M. o.lu 3*



For the information of the Press.

Free lifts by Motorists.

Some good Samaritans on the road who habitually offer
lifts are still a trifle puzzled about insurance. The position
however is quite simple. In nearly every case owners of private
cars are fully covered and they can give a lift to Tom, Bick or

Harry in just the same way as they pick up a friend who is going
to golf or to the pictures. There are just a few cases however

where individual insurance policies have been effected which for

one reason or another exclude passenger cover and if you have any
doubts about your own policy you should exhibit the following
notice -

FREE LIFTS

at your own risk.

With commercial vehicles, however, the position is

rather different as passenger cover is generally excluded. In

these cases it is better to put up the notice.

If you can also add the name of your destination so

much the better.

Where should the notice go? Do not in any case put it

on the windscreen. probably in a private car the best place is

the bottom righthand corner of the near window. On a commercial
vehicle either on the nearside or on the front nearside so long
as it does not interfere with the windscreen.

Ministry of Transport,
Metropole Buildings,
Forthumberland Avenue,
London, W.C.2.

12th October, 1940.

"(8440).
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